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READING
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Parashah Kedoshim “Holy” - Week 30

HOLY PEOPLE
This portion comes from Leviticus 19:1-20:27; Ezekiel 20:2-20; and Romans 13:8-10;
James 2:1-9; Luke 10:25-37 and 1 Peter 1:13-21.

Summary
This portion would normally be read in conjunction with Parashah 29 in leap years.
!

We will find numerous “laws” that define how a people who are deemed “Holy” will live in
relation to their neighbours AND in relation to GOD (YHVH). Interestingly, the degree of
Holiness in relation to GOD (YHVH) is determined by freedom of choice actions that we
make in our daily walk with other people.
Leviticus 19:1-2 ADONAI said to Moshe, 2 “Speak to the entire community of Isra’el; tell
them, ‘You people are to be holy because I, ADONAI your God, am holy.GOOD FIGS
AND BAD FIGS
It may seem strange that we set the theme as the state of the figs that we have to offer.
And yet the portion speaks to a benchmark of living relationships that determine whether
we are declared clean and holy or unclean and unholy. We have already, in previous
portions, studied this concept, and so it would not be helpful to merely repeat those ideas.

BASIC PRINCIPLE
Our daily interactions with our neighbours will determine whether we are clean/
unclean. Since we are in an ungodly world, and come in contact with many different
people with different worldviews, it’s highly likely that at some point in time, we will act/
react in a way that does not please GOD (YHVH) - and be deemed unclean.
The pathway back is simple. Repent, make restitution/and change your behaviour and you
will be deemed clean.
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Strong’s Hebrew 2889
“separated, unmixed, unalloyed – a pure heart”
Some examples
Leviticus 19:3-37
•

Leave the corner of your field to the poor

•

Do not be unjust in judging

•

Keep the Shabbat

•

Respect those with gray hair

•

Do no wrong to the foreigner who stays in the land with you.

•

Be honest with the balance –scale

Once we can remain in a state of Purity for a while we can think to approach the intimacy
of the Tabernacle. At this point in time we have to stand before GOD (YHVH) and be
prepared to operate as a renewed man. It means that we are “whole”, that we are
submitted to the leading of the Holy Spirit, that all that we say and do reflects LIFE and
LIVING and that all things “dead” have been completely removed from our lives. The
opposite is true, in which case we will be deemed unholy.
Strong’s Hebrew 6918
“free from the defilement of crimes , idolatry, and other profane things.”
Some examples - Leviticus 20:1-27
•

Idol worship

•

Child sacrifices

•

Sexual sin with close relatives

•

AND

•

Cursing your parents (Leviticus 20:9)

PROPHETIC WORD
Jeremiah 24:2-3 One of the baskets had in it very good figs, like those that ripen first;
while the other basket had very bad figs, so bad that they were inedible. Then ADONAI
asked me, “Yirmeyahu, what do you see?” I answered, “Figs — the good figs are very
good; but the bad ones are very bad, so bad they are inedible.”
This prophetic word is a striking visual impression that was designed to make everyone of
the day think, reflect, and possibly redefine what the content of his or her life journey will
reflect.
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GOOD FIGS

!

Jeremiah 24:5-7 “Here is what ADONAI the God of Isra’el says: ‘I will regard the exiles
from Y’hudah, whom I sent away from this place to the land of the Kasdim, as good, just
as I do these good figs. “‘I will look after them for their good, I will bring them back to this
land; I will build them up and not tear them down, plant them and not pull them up. I will
give them a heart to know me that I am ADONAI. They will be my people, and I will be
their God; for they will return to me with all their heart.’
Notwithstanding life in EXILE, and knowing that these hardships are but temporary, we will
find that these people will return to the ways of GOD (YHVH). They will strive to be
‘Clean and Holy’ More importantly, IN TIME THEY WILL RETURN TO THE LAND, AND
REBUILD THE CITY WALLS AND THE TABERNACLE.

BAD FIGS
!

Jeremiah 24:8-10 “But concerning the bad figs that are so bad as to be inedible, ADONAI
says: ‘I will make Tzidkiyahu the king of Y’hudah and his leaders resemble them, likewise
the rest of Yerushalayim remaining in this land and those living in the land of Egypt.
Everywhere I drive them I will make them an object of horror, repulsive to all the
kingdoms of the earth, a disgrace, a byword, a laughingstock and a curse; and I will
send sword, famine and plague among them until they have disappeared from the land I
gave them and their ancestors.’”
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These “figs” have the opportunity to remain in the Land of Promise, live in the City of the
King of kings, and reinstate true worship in the Tabernacle. But this ‘WORD’ tells us that
these people, will reject the opportunity, will engage in all sorts of ungodly
behaviour, and be rejected by God as “Unclean and Unholy”.
The images provided by the Prophetic vision make it very easy to see what the results will
be, of every decision that we choose to make. Yet, we started off with a declaration of
promise. We can only be the People of GOD (YHVH), if we are HOLY. WHY? Because He
is Holy!!!
Remember one of the “word” explanations - unmixed. Nothing can mix with HOLINESS.

A FINAL THOUGHT
In the Book of Genesis, we read of the story of Adam and Eve and how they attempted to
cover themselves as soon as they had lost their status of “clean/holy”. And again it’s a
painting of figs - only this time it’s the leaves.

Leaves as a covering
When you and I are naked we are open for inspection in a way that nothing can be hidden.
Today we wear clothes to hide our body’s imperfections, or we wear clothes to reveal the
glamour of who we are.
We also wear the clothes of words and actions that build an image that we wish to portray.
We also wear the clothes of deceit with words that hide our true, ungodly, intentions.
We stand before GOD (YHVH) without these temporary fig leaves, and He knows… Are
you “CLEAN/HOLY” or not.
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